
Guide to AEM Page Properties 
and Why They Matter 

Or the answer to “Why do I have to fill out so many fields?!”

With examples from a nature.org Article page: 
Collecting Eelgrass at VVCR – article page (slides 2-7)
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Article Detail Page Creation Step
There are 10 fields in the page creation step, split into the Basic tab and the Places 
We Protect Details tab. All of these fields are required.

• URL = Page URL. What you enter here will form the end portion of the URL of 
the page. The URL should be written in URL format. Example: this-is-a-url-
example. 50-character limit. Aim for a succinct URL. 

• Page Title = Page Title should be written for external audiences and displays on 
page cards, internal search results, breadcrumbs (if applicable) and in 
components when the title is not authored directly. 150-character limit.

• Page Description = Required. This should be an enticing sentence or two about 
what readers will find on this page. It will be used on page cards and in internal 
(nature.org) search results. 160-character limit.  

• Content Type = Select option that best represents the type of article you are 
creating. Options include Feature, Blog, Conservation Update, Initiative, 
Newsletter, Photo Essay, Program Overview, or Partnerships. 

• Business Group = Select BU or department. This will allow you to easily locate 
all of your pages for internal review or audit.

• Audience tag = Select the tag that best describes the target audience of your 
page.

• Article Date = Select the article date. This will be shown on the article and used 
for sort order in search results and aggregation pages.

• Topic = Select top 3-4 topics of the article. Topic tags are critical for tracking 
and determining which types of content are performing well. It will also be 
important for future personalization and targeting content.

• Geographic Location tag = Select one or two regions that are central to the 
articles content. If the content is universal (e.g. global climate change) you can 
select Global. 

• Business Group Leads = Enter the name of the person(s) who should receive 
notifications if a link or asset on the page is expiring - or if the page itself is set 
to expire. You can add one or more AEM author in this field, just begin typing 
their email and select from the suggestions. 

All fields in page 
creation are required, 
however all fields can 
be changed later by 
editing page 
properties EXCEPT 
URL which requires a 
publisher to change. 



Article Page Basic Tab
There are 2 fields in the article page properties basic tab that are required, Page 
Title and Page Description. Required fields are noted with an asterisk. 

• Page Title* = Page Title should be written for external audiences and 
displays on page cards, internal search results, breadcrumbs (if applicable) 
and in components when the title is not authored directly. 150-character 
limit.

• Page Subtitle = Will be used as the subtitle in hero components if a custom 
subtitle is not entered in the component. (Optional)

• Page Description* = This should be an enticing sentence or two about what 
readers will find on this page. It will be used on page cards and in internal 
search results.

• Language Label = If the page is available in more than one language, enter 
the language of the current page in this field. 50-character limit. (i.e. if your 
page is available in English and Spanish, and the page you are currently 
filling out properties for is the English page, enter English in this field). 

• Language Link = Enter the page path for the current page (the page in the 
language indicated in the previous field).

• Language Label = If the page is available in a different language, enter the 
name of that language here (in the native language - e.g. Español). 50-
character limit. (i.e., if the current page is in English but you have an 
equivalent page in Spanish, enter Español in this field). 

• Language Link = Enter the page path for the alternate language version of 
the page (the language indicated in the previous field).

• Hide Alert Banner = Checking this box will hide any active site-wide alert 
banners from displaying on your page. This may be used at your discretion 
but is not generally recommended.

• Hide Social Share = Checking this box will remove the social share buttons 
from the page. This may be used at your discretion but is not generally 
recommended.

• Hide Pop Up = Do not use this checkbox unless instructed to do so by global 
marketing teams.

• Go Live Date/Time = Use the calendar icon to schedule a date and time for 
the page to go live once it is published. If none is selected, the page will go 
live automatically after workflow is complete. You can also select publish 
time when submitting your page for publishing. 

• Unpublish Date/Time = For non-evergreen content, enter a desired 
expiration date (off time). 



Image Tab
There are four fields to fill out in the Image tab, all of 
which directly impact the images shown on page cards. 
For articles and bios, these cards are seen on aggregation 
pages and related content components. For the place we 
protect pages, the image pops up on the map of places we 
protect when visitors click on the map icons. 

• Article Preview Image* = Select an image to display 
on the page/article cards. This image will be pulled 
onto the page card in the following components: 
related articles, featured content, article gallery, and 
in-page navigation.

• Image Alt Text* = Enter a description of what is shown 
in the image. Alt text is critical to making the page 
accessible to all audiences. This is the text that will 
display or be read if an image cannot load or the 
visitor cannot see the image.

• Desktop Image Align To* = select how the page 
card/article preview image will be cropped for 
desktop browsers. 

• Mobile Image Align To* = select how the page 
card/article preview image will be cropped for mobile 
browsers. 



OG Tags (Social Share)
The fields in the OG Tags (Social Share) tab determine the 
post that is generated when someone places the page URL on 
a social platform (and also on some chat platforms). There are 
4 required fields in the tab, three you will need to fill out and 
one that should auto-complete. 

• OG Title = Enter a title for the social post. This will appear 
on social share card generated when someone shares the 
page link on social media. 

• OG Description = Enter a short description. This should 
be an enticing sentence or two about what readers will 
find on this page. It will show on social media posts that 
generate from sharing page link. 

• OG Type = Choose the most appropriate page type. Most 
pages that are not in the article template should be 
categorized as 'website.’ Articles should be labeled as 
article!

• OG Image = image shown on social post (rather than the 
platform choosing an image at random off the page!).

• OG URL = the URL that links from social post and displays 
on Facebook posts. Use a clean URL that does not include 
campaign tags. 

• OG Site Name = OG site name determines the source that 
displays on social posts. For pages on the TNC global site, 
the field should read 'The Nature Conservancy.’

Twitter

Facebook



SEO Tab

Sometimes, no matter how hard you try, Google 
rewrites your description for search, like in the 
example here – Google pulled the first sentence of 
the article for the description, rather than the 
External Search Results Description. 

There are two fields in the SEO tab of page properties. These fields 

determine what displays in external search results (e.g. Google). Both 

fields are required.

• External Search Result Title – This is what is seen in the browser tab 

and Google search results. Should be a shorter version of the page 

title and include high value words. If you have enough room, include 

branding at the end of the title: | The Nature Conservancy OR | TNC 

(though don't sacrifice important words to fit the branding in). 65-

character limit. 

• External Search Results Description – Most of the time, this 

description is visible in Google and other external search engine 

results. It should primarily entice people to click on the page: what is 

the page about, why should people want to read it. 170-character 

limit. However, Google will sometimes pull sentences from the page 

and rewrite the description. Often, when a description is under 100 

characters, Google will use other text on the page to form a more 

robust description. 

X



Article Details Tab (Template Specific Tab)

Every field in the template-specific tab serves a purpose either on the given page, informing the 
system on where to place a page on nature.org, or somewhere else on nature.org that points 
visitors to the page. There are 7 required fields in the Article Detail Tab. 
**These fields are required and completed in the page creation step. 

In this example, the Content Type** is shown on the related articles card. 

The Business Group** tag is critical for analytics and tracking your content. 

The Audience Tag** will be used for future personalization and targeting of content. 

The Article Date** is shown on the article page and on the related article card. 

If you add an Article Author in the page properties, an author component will be automatically 
generated on the article page UNLESS you check the “Hide Author Component” box. You can 
only choose an author that has a bio page, either external or non-visible (internal only). 

The Topic tags** determine which relevant search filters return the given page in search and
can also be used in related articles components or aggregation pages. 

The Geographic Location tag** is used to aggregate the article with all other Virginia articles 
and can be used to filter search results. 

People tags and Company tags are not recommended. Use a people tag only if the article is 
chiefly about a group of TNC people (e.g. trustees). Use a company tag only if instructed by 
global teams. Typically not used. Certain teams (e.g. Magazine) have assigned tags. 

The Places We Protect tag is used here because the article action takes place at a TNC preserve. 
This tag can be used to filter search results.  

The Business Group Leads** contains the person who will receive notifications if the page is 
expiring or if any content on the page is expiring. Nature.org Search Results


